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Valence is 
interpreted as one of the grammatical, namely – classifying, categories of the English verb. Degrees 

valence” is introduced.
verb, valence, combinability, grammatical categories.
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Mr. Jefferson was, is, and perhaps will continue 
to be, the most

distinguished politician of our history 

before the choice of any particular form 
of government

later
 <…>  still 
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I was working at 5 yesterday. 
I worked at 5 yesterday



put(V) the book (Onon-prep) on the 
shelf (D)

look (V) up (D) at someone Oprep

to read: to read a book/a newspaper;
to write: to write a letter/a composition;
to paint: to paint a picture, etc.
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to stride (walk very quickly), 
stroll (walk slowly and in a relaxed way), hobble 

with heavy, noisy steps), tiptoe (walk quietly with 
light steps), parade (walk proudly), wander (walk 
around with no particular way and in no particular 
direction), edge (walk slowly and carefully);

to stab (with a 

bread (with a knife), to cut cloth (with scissors), to 
shave (with a sharp blade or raisor), to mow (grass 
using a special machine), to strangle (with hands 
or a piece of string), to comb one’s hair (with a 

to brush one’s teeth (with a brush), etc.;

murmur, mumble, 
whisper, shout, yell, scream, roar, bellow; creep, 
crawl, run, job, dash, tear, sprint, trot; cut, scratch, 

weep; look, examine, stare, gaze, gape; press, 

swot, grind; etc.



to wade (walk through 
deep water); to paddle (walk in water that is not 
very deep, especially at the edge of the sea, for 
enjoyment); to scatter (to spread things over a 
wide area); to shoplift (to steal things from shops); 
to mug someone (to attack and rob someone in the 
street), etc.

To read one’s silence as consent

She drank the story in

The river has eaten away its banks

To drive a bargain 

played their hoses on to the blaze
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have

I have many books Many books
are had by me

They have had 
you You have been had




